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Principal's Desk
 

“Brighten the corner where you are”.
 

 

  All my dear parents and colleagues,

              I deem it as a privilege and blessed to be with you in this wonderful journey

of schooling with our students to make them as the best citizens of the country and

also a great human beings for the universe. Always, I remember a Sanskrit shloka,

when it comes to importing education to the children,

अ�दानं परं दानं �व�ादानं अतः परम्।

अ�ेन ��णका तृ��तः याव�ीवं च �व�या।।।।

Transliteration of the above verse:

Annadānaṁ Paraṁ Dānaṁ Vidyādānaṁ Ataḥ Paraṁ ।

Annena Kṣhaṇikā Tr̥ptiḥ Yāvajjīvaṁ Cha Vidyayā।।
 

English meaning of the verse:

Giving food to the hungry is a great donation! Giving the knowledge is considered

as the most important among all the other donations! 

             By food ones hunger is fulfilled and it gives temporary satisfaction, whereas

the knowledge attained helps one to survive whole life.

          We have been, in our humble way, trying to ensure the burgeoning of the

potential of our students in diverse areas, both curricular and co-curricular.

            Tremendous challenges are being thrown open as a result of liberalization

and globalization. The field of education cannot escape the impact of international

competition. As a result, today`s child should excel not only in academics but also in

other areas. So acquisition of life skills, concern towards environment and disaster

management has become part of the curriculum. Educationists are thinking of ways

and means of imparting stress-free education. The education system is evolving with

more and more advancements in creative teaching and learning pedagogies.  



 

         Children, especially in their earlier years, should be able to find

enough time to effectively interact with the family and friends thereby

enriching their interpersonal relationships and emotional equilibrium.

Students must also be encouraged to develop their hobbies and interests in

sports and games, music, painting, singing, dancing, folk art and so on-that

would be of immense help in the stress ridden life ahead. In short, the

emphasis is on enhancing the holistic profile of the individual built on strong

traditional values is the need of the hour.

              Dr Abdul Kalam used to say – “The purpose of education is to make

good human beings with skill and expertise. Enlightened human beings can

be created by teachers.' Changes in the education policy is a major way to

provide the nation better students, professionals & better human being". 

All the stakeholders in education whether it be students, parents, teachers,

administrators, educationists, policy makers or government bodies have an

equally important roles to play in achieving this goal. National Education

Policy- 2020 will definitely set the foundation for 21st century India.  It

makes our students more empowered and easily attractive to opportunities.

We're moving into an era where an individual will not be stuck to a single

profession all his life. Thus, students must continuously need to be re-skilled

and up-skill themselves to face the challenges globally.

                  We, the Jindal Vidya Mandir`s are advancing to make our

schools the hub of `Skill Centers` with the perfect amalgamation of value

education. 

With All The Best Wishes!

Kotreshwara N

Principal JVM  JSW 

Hill Side Township
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"Unveil the opportunities. There is no security in the world; only opportunity."

Dear all, 
The beauty of time unfurled with the lukewarm sunshine of new year 2023 and
Sankranti festival, rightly mixed with the joy of 74th Republic Day. Every day starts with
hopes and expectations and ends with experiences. Our joy, sorrow, smile, cry,
astonishment, agony, dare, dismay success and failures, add the colors to our lives. It
truly makes sense when we imbibe and inculcate the fruitful ideas out of happenings
around us, our days will be fallen with the smiling curtain. Relentless work with
unparalleled faith on the efforts unveil the path of success. As we know our talents  
 required to follow the values like honesty, truthfulness, assertiveness, co existence and
patience. I feel it is worthy to quote a few lines from Bhagavad Gita, “Stitapragnatva”,
and “Nishkama Karma Tatva." As most of the time we witness the conflict between
values in this dynamic life scenarios, the above said words really drive us towards the
right path and would offer never ending happiness. Hence, the happiness remains
‘free of cost’ despite have’s and have not's. 

As the  ‘Jinda-lions’, in service of mankind, in 'Vidyagiri'( Hill Side Township), we always
back our ‘value bearers’ of the ‘Vasudaiva Kutumbakam’  in and out of four walls. The
chain of victory began with success of our students in Science Exhibition organized by
The Hindu media group in Ballari on Jan-12th which gave a great confidence towards
converting opportunities into success and success into habit and habit into legacy
forour pupils. It is our pleasure to accept and cherish the opportunities and
possibilities of year-2023 in an optimistic way. January 2023 also witnessed the
welcoming of our new principal. "And so the rock bottom became the solid
foundation on which we rebuild our paths."

 
Manjunath D K
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"New Beginnings: A Heartfelt

Welcome to Our New Principal"

With great enthusiasm, we formally welcomed Mr. Kotreshwara N as the new
principal of JVM, HST. The announcement was made by Mr. Ritwiz Gaur, Head of JET,
during the morning assembly. Also in attendance to extend their warm welcome
were Mr. Srinivas Kotipalli, Advisor, JET, Ms. Ishwari K Sharma, Principal, JVM,
Vidyanagar, Mr. Prashant Muley, Principal, JAV & JPUC, Mr. Krishna Kumar, Principal,
Lake View School and Mr. Kumarswamy B.K, Senior Administrator, JET Schools.
In addition to his focus on building positive relationships, Mr. Kotreshwara N, also
brings a wealth of experience in curriculum development and instruction. He
understands the importance of providing our students with a well-rounded education
that prepares them for global challenges. We would like to extend a warm welcome
to sir. We are sure that with sir’s passion and commitment we will make our school a
better place to learn, grow and succeed.
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"The world will be a better place if we equally push our girls just like we do our boys."
National Girl Child Day 2023-The objective  to celebrate the day is to raise
awareness against pre-natal sex determination and gender-selective abortion. The
day was initiated in 2008 by the Ministry of Women and Child Development and the
Government of India.
We celebrate this day as an ode to every woman out there, who once was a girl.
National  Girl Child Day is celebrated as an national observance as declared by the
United Nations. It is also given the name of ‘Day of Girls’ and is celebrated on 24th
January every year. Observing National Girl Child Day creates a plethora of
opportunities for girls around the nation and it also helps in raising awareness about
the crimes against girls. This day also quells gender inequality across the country and
allows girls to have easy access to education and other basic necessities required to
have a promising future. The celebration of  National Girl Child Day  tells students
about the hardships that women have faced over the past and how they have come
out stronger than ever and made significant changes in their ways of living. This day
honours women and their grit to never stop fighting for what they deserve and want.

Ronak Dara
Senior Head Boy 
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Tweet from Teens 
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'The Festivities of January'

January is the first month of a New year, a new start to strengthen ourselves with positive
mindset, freedom and build our goals. And it's  the time to emit the glow of peace, unity
and happiness and spread it all around the world. January is filled with festivals to enrich
and encourage the tradition of our nation.  1 January is the day we celebrate our
happiness on the occasion of 'New Year's Day'. People celebrate it in various ways, but
the  most important is to value life, fight for rights of our life and achieve the biggest
thing ever we didn't thought of. Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, a great freedom fighter,
once said "Give me blood, and I shall give you freedom" to emphasize the importance of
valuing life and fighting for freedom. January 26th marks India's first Republic Day, when
the Constitution of India was enacted and celebrated annually. Our school honored this
special day when Mr. Manjunath Prabhu, EVP, RMHS and Agglomeration unfurled the
flag in the presence of staff, students, and guests. On January 30th, we paid tribute to
the martyrs and Mahatma Gandhi ji, for their fight for independence. Inculcating all the
values and lessons we learnt so far, we should strive hard to make India a developed,
technologically advanced, country. May your knowledge and learning grow stronger
throughout the year. 
'Jai Hind, Jai Bharat!'.
 
K M Tanushri 
Senior Head Girl
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" A nation's culture resides in the hearts and in the soul of its people."

On the 74th Republic Day in 2023, our school organized a celebration and I was
honored to be a part of it by giving a speech. My class teacher, Mrs. Sangita Kumari,
provided me with valuable assistance in preparing for the speech. I presented the
speech in front of our principal, Mr. Kotreshwara N, who praised me and suggested
recording it. The recording turned out great and I received compliments from the
Chief Guest, Mr. Manjunath Prabhu, EVP of RMHS Agglomeration, as well as our
principal, Mr. Kotreshwara N. Participating in this event was a thrilling and captivating
experience for me and I was elated on this day. 

Vishwas J.S
Junior Head Boy
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My Experience on
Republic Day

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1szK6SmhR9ZfdSjrqbJvsxIhoQ7lz04Fk/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1szK6SmhR9ZfdSjrqbJvsxIhoQ7lz04Fk/view
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Pongal & Sankranti Festival Report
“The Greatness of a Culture can be found in its Festivals”
The Students of Jindal Vidya Mandir, Hill Side Township, celebrated Pongal on January
12, 2022. They had an amazing time marking the Pongal festivities, before they broke
off for their Pongal vacations. Smartly dressed in colourful ethnic wear, students
performed many enthralling songs and acts as a part of the celebration.
Pongal is celebrated as a thanksgiving festival for various Hindu deities. The festival of
Pongal is held particularly by the farming community as it marks the end of harvesting
season.
Special assembly was presented by class 6A and 6B. The pongal celebrations started
with our traditional pongal puja by Master Sangmesh and group followed by a prayer
song by Sakshi and group. The students participated in kite flying and did a magnificent
job. The emotional abilities and skill of students exhibit our true tradition and culture. An
article was also presented by Jasmine and Lopa. Pongal festival celebration in our
school, is a true manifestation of our rich culture and traditions, it could be seen at its
vibrant best.
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Subhas Chandra Bose Birth Anniversary 
“Legends born to be the legacy”. 

The words rightly suits to our great freedom warrior late Sri. Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose. On the occasion of 126th birth anniversary of Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose, celebration was held in JVM HST school campus on 23rd
January 2023. The event started with floral tribute to Netaji  by principal
sir and teachers.  Social Science teacher Mr. Manjunath D K  shared his
knowledge and insights about Bose's life and teachings.
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National Girl Child Day 

III - V National Girl Child Day (Poster making)
VI- VIII Empowering Girl Child -( Poster making with slogans)

National girl child day is celebrated every year on the 24th of January to create
awareness about the rights of the girl child, to remove gender-based bias and
education of girl child.

National Girl child day was observed in our School on 24th January during the last
period, where the following activities were conducted for grades III to VIII. 

Children of classes III to VIII explored their skills and made the beautiful posters.
This program was conducted by respective class teachers of all classes in the last
period from 2.50 pm to 4pm, where teachers guided and supported the students in
making posters.
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Republic Day Celebration

The national festival of 74th Republic Day of India was celebrated all over the country
and JVM HST School took no exception to it. We, took pride in celebrating the
Republic Day by remembering the great souls, martyrs and the leaders who enabled in
bringing the constitution for free India on 26th January 1950.

The Republic Day programme was celebrated with all its grandeur. The grand parents,
parents, students, staff and invitees all attended the event. The Chief Guest Mr.
Manjunath Prabhu, EVP, RMHS Agglomeration, unfurled the national flag and paid his
respects to the Indian national flag. The programs from children enthralled one and
all. The programs included patriotic song, dance, speech, and a special show from
Kinder-Garten students who displayed fashion parade by reliving the freedom fighter
on stage. 
The Chief Guest's address and the national anthem brought an end to the program. 
A sense of pride with patriotism along with nationalism of being true Indian was the
great take away on this Republic Day celebration. On this auspicious occasion
Vishwas gave the speech, Tarun MH did compering, Keerthana welcomed the
gathering and Vanshika Nagar proposed vote of thanks. Here are the glimpses of the
same.  Our students also presented lezim performance at Vidyanagar JVM school
ground and it was well appreciated. 
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Republic Day by pre- primaryRepublic Day by pre- primary
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UKG : Republic Day
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Pledge Taking on 74th Republic Day

The Flag Foundation of India has been in service to the nation for the last two decades
to evoke a sense of patriotism and also pride in our national flag 'Tiranga'. To mark
completion of 75 years of Independence the foundation had launched a nationwide
campaign and requested all citizens of India to take an online pledge which basically
says that 'I am dedicating myself to the country.' As Ma'am Sangita Jindal says, "We
always stay committed to driving a positive change, and I am confident that the future
is only brighter from here on!”, JSW always stood in the front row to support nation and
nationalism and in an attempt to create a world record for maximum participation in a
citizen driven online pledge, JVM HST teachers also participated and took the pledge
on 23rd January 2022.
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Martyrs' Day 

"Martyrdom is a price one pays to ensure freedom for coming generations. Salute to
all martyrs who ensured our freedom by sacrificing their lives."

On January 30, Martyr's Day, or Shaheed Diwas, is celebrated in the memory of
Mahatma Gandhi on his death anniversary. Indians commemorate the day by
remembering his ultimate sacrifice to the nation and preaching his values of non-
violence, unity, and morality.
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GESE Training 

Students formed two circles inner and outer one. Once they were stopped, they
were supposed to question their partner. They framed various statements like:
What is your name? How old are you? What your parents do? How many siblings
do you have? What is the colour of your eyes? 
Another activity was based on “My body helps me”. Again, the learners
showcased their talent by framing exceptionally good sentences.
After the second activity facilitator shared an image where learners identified
what the animals are doing? Like flying, swimming, walking or running. 
For the third activity the class room objects were showed and the students
framed sentences using pronouns and adjectives.
At last, the most attractive activity called “Show and Tell”. A bag containing few
objects was given to each student. The content of the bag was not known to the
students. Students took out one item from the bag and spoke about that object
using common noun in singular and plural, demonstratives and the present tense
of verb i.e., “to be”.

 GESE Report for the Month of January 
“You can teach a student a lesson for a day; but if you can teach him to learn by
creating curiosity, he will continue the learning process as long as he lives.”                  

Clay P. Bedford

Education is the fruit of all knowledge. The students of JVM HST manifested their
vigorous participation in GESE program. This session was full of activities. The students
learnt to pose questions and their answers. The facilitator achieved its set objectives. 

The learning outcome for grade 1 :
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Students shared their own sentences after seeing the image which was related to
family. A family who came to celebrate their day. Students discussed on “My
Family at A Picnic”. This activity was done by applying think-pair – share method.
Students learnt to frame even better sentences by listening to their buddies. Many
more images were shared by the facilitator for better understanding of the
learners.
Students took special care for preposition. They identified the position of the cat
and explained the position in their own words. They used various prepositions like:
in front of, between, next to, above and behind etc.
At last, they spoke about their favourite pet. The pet which they have at home.
Those students who did not have pet at their home spoke about the pet they
would like to have.
The session was over with the PETS SONG, where they recalled the tone of Mary
had a little lamp. The students used the same rhythm to sing a song based on a
dog, a cat, a rabbit and a parrot.

 The learning outcomes for grade 2 :
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Parent Teacher Association Meeting

The Parent-Teacher Association (PTA) meeting was held on Saturday,
January 21, 2023 at school premises. The meeting was attended by 29
parents and teachers.
The meeting began with a welcome address and introduction of agenda
for the meeting. This was followed by presentation on the school's
achievements. Mr. Kotreshwara N, principal, discussed the school's plans
for the upcoming year, including new programs and initiatives that will
be implemented to improve the educational experience for students.
Various upcoming events and activities, such as the Prize Distribution Day
and Republic Day were also discussed. The meeting also included a Q&A
session, where parents had the opportunity to ask questions and provide
feedback. 
The meeting concluded with tea and biscuits.
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PTA Meeting 
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Happy to inform!
On the occasion of National Youth Day.
'The Hindu' newspaper organized a district
level science exhibition program in Bellary
at Smt. Allum Sumangalamma Memorial
College For Women Auditorium premises.    
The chairman of VV Sangha Mrs.
Kathtyahini, the chairperson of Excellent
Coaching Class Mr. Yuvaraj and the
Regional Head Mr. Appanna G Metri of
The Hindu magazine were the chief guests.
This science exhibition was named “Make
in India: CHANGE MAKER – Let’s Tinker.”
The program started with a prayer at 10:00
am. The dignitaries, all faculty of The Hindu
were present at the exhibition. Students
from class 7 to 10 participated in the event
and the exhibition was open to all
students, around 140 teams participated. 
 Students presented different types of
models which were related to different
branches of science like Types of alarm,
Alcohol Detection with vehicle controlling
system, Rain water harvesting, Home
security system, Smart house, Slurry tank,
Smart city v/s village, Energy from
agricultural wastes, Hydraulic bridge,
Smoke absorber, Covid vaccine etc. 
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District Level Science Exhibition
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Our Honorable Chief Guests along with the judges observed the entire exhibition and
also took details from the respective students about each of their models,  the guests
addressed the participants,  From our school 12 teams, 24 children participated. Our
school children Master Ronak Dara of class VIII C1 and Master G Yashas of class VII C1
bagged first prize (on the topic : Alcohol Detection with vehicle controlling system),
and made us proud, created benchmark,  the winners received trophies, one year free
subscription of The Hindu newspaper, and cash prize of Rs. 5000 as well. Our school
children also got consolation prize among 7 teams of all the schools and the winners
are Master Ritish C of class VIII D1 and Master B Venkatesh Achari of class VIII D1(on
the topic: Types of alarm). Science teachers- Mr. Anand Kumar G, Ms. Suhashree
Dutta and Ms. Prasanti S gave useful guidance toour school children, through which
they created a history in the first attempt. Principal Mr. Kotreshwar N, H.M. Ms. Sabitha
Nair  and all the parents provided timely and  constant support.
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External Exams Report
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Talerang Sessions

In August, Talerang project was launched for 8th grade students to provide career
counseling. The program was held over the course of 3 months and at the conclusion
of it, the students engaged in a micro-internship project. The performance of the
students on these assignments was assessed by Talerang's project partners and 17 
 students were recognized with top honors.
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NEP Presentation Report

In order to create awareness the on National Education policy among the
educators, 8 days preparation and presentation program was organized
by NEP coordinators of JVM HST Mr. Manjunath D K and Mrs. Divya K with
the collaboration of all staff members. The events and processes of the
elaborated program was witnessed and guided by H.M. Mrs. Sabitha Nair
and Principal Mr. Kotreshwar on daily basis. The policy was presented,
analysed, discussed, debated,reviewed,conceptualised, summarized
individually by the teachers. The utmost purpose the policy was
appreciated by the participants.
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The rules for sudoku . 
A 9×9 square must be filled in with numbers from 1-9 with no repeated numbers in each
line, horizontally or vertically. To challenge you more, there are 3×3 squares marked out
in the grid, and each of these squares can't have any repeat numbers either.
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"The capacity to learn is a gift; the ability to learn is a skill; the willingness
to learn is a choice. Let Today Be The Start of Something New."
  Happy to share we are introducing subject based puzzles in our Imprint
Newsletter, as suggested by Mr. Kotreshawar N, Principal JVM HST. Here
are some thought processing and brain storming puzzles to solve. The
students are expected to send the answers of  the puzzles to our official
mail ID hstschool.newsletter@gmail.com  The first correct reply will be
awarded in the school assembly. The answers of this month's puzzles would
be published in February Month Imprint Newsletter. All the best!

Food for your Brain



Complete the following word puzzle with the help of clues given below.

Down
1.Providing water to the crops.
2. Keeping crop grains for a long time under proper conditions.

5. Certain plants of the same kind grown on a large scale.

Across
3.A machine used for cutting the matured crop.
4.A rabi crop that is also one of the pulses.
6.A process of separating the grain from chaff.
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Science Crossword puzzle 
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Language Activities  -
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बाएँ से दाएँ
1. 1857 के �व�ोक को ____�व�ोह भी कहते ह� l (3)
3. कुषाण वंश का सबसे �तापी राजा, इ�ह� ��तीय अशोक भी कहा जाता है l (3) 
4. बंगाल म� लगान का &#39; �ाई बंदोब�त &#39; लागू करने वाला गवन�र जनरल था लाड� .....। (5)
6. एक संवत् या जा�त का नाम। (2) 
8. 1398 म� तैमूरलंग के आ�मण के समय ... वंश का शासन था । (4)
10. गुलाम वंश क� म�हला शासक थी........ सु�तान l (3)

ऊपर से नीचे
1. इस वंश के पतन के बाद लोद� वंश अ��त�व म� आया l (3,2)
2. चोल राजा� म� सबसे �तापीl (4)
3. भारत चाय और...... के �नया�त म� अ�वल रहा है l (3)
5. मुह�मद �बन तुगलक अपनी......के कारण ��स� है l (3)
7. ये पालक� ढोते थे l (3)
9. इस गांव म� �ेमचंद का ज�म �आ था l (3)



ಪದಬಂಧವನು� ತುಂಬುವ ಚಟುವ��ಯು ��ಾ���ಗಳ�� �ಾ��ಕ �ಂತ�ಯನು� ���ಸು ವ�
ದ�ೂಂ�� ಪದ ಸಂಪತ�ನು� ಅ�ವೃ��ಪ�ಸುತ�� .ಎ�ಾ� ��ಾ���ಗಳ� ಇಂತಹ
ಚಟುವ��ಯ�� �ಾಗವ�ಸಲು ��ೕರ��ಾ� ಈ ಚಟುವ��ಯನು� ���ಸ�ಾ��. ನ��ಯ
ನನ� ಎ�ಾ� ��ಾ���ಗಳ� ಈ ಚಟುವ��ಯ ಸದುಪ�ೕಗವನು� ಬಳ��ೂಳ��ೕ�ಾ�
ಆ�ಸು��ೕ�. ಈ �ಳ�ನ ಪದಬಂಧವನು� ತುಂ�ೂೕಣ ಪದ ಸಂಪತ�ನು� ಗ��ೂೕಣ ಎನು��ಾ� ಈ
ಪದಬಂಧ ಚಟುವ��ಯನು� �ಾ�ರಂ��ೂೕಣ.

ಎಡ�ಂದ ಬಲ��
1. ಇದು �ಾ�ಯಲ� ತರ�ಾ� (4)
2. ಚ�ಾ�����ಾದ ಇದು ಒಂದು �ಾಂ�ಾ��ಕ �ೂೕಗ (3)
3. ಪರಸಂಗದ��ರುವ ಸಹ�ಾಸ (2)
4. �ರುಕನ ಕನಸು ಪದ� ಬ�ದ ಮು��ನ ಕ� (4)

�ೕ��ಂದ �ಳ��
1.ಒಂ�ೕ �ಾ�� ಮು��� �ಾಕುವ�ದು �ರು�� (2)
2. �ಾವ��ೕ �ಾಯ��� ಇ�ೕರ �ೕಕು(3)
3. ನ��ಯ�� �ಗುವ! �ಾ� �ರು��(4)
4. ಸಂತಸ ಈ ಪದದ �ರುದ� ಪದ(4)
5. ಇದು �ಷು��ನ �ಾಹನ(3)
6. ಇದನು� ಕ�ದವ�� �� ತಪ�ದು�(2)
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Language Activities -
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ಜನವ� 31 ವರಕ� �ೕಂ��ಯವರ ಜನ��ನ. ಈ ಜನ��ನವನು� "ಅಂ��ಾತನಯದತ� ಜಯಂ�"
ಎಂದು ಸಹ ಕ�ಯು�ಾ��. ಈ ವಷ� �ಾ��ಾದ�ಂತ ಹುಟು�ಹಬ�ವನು� ಅತ�ಂತ �ಜೃಂಭ��ಂದ
ಆಚ�ಸ�ಾಗು���. ಇವರು ಕು�ಾರ�ಾ�ಸನ ತರು�ಾಯ �ಾವ��� ಗುರು�ಸುವಂ� ಕವನ ರ��ದ
ಕ� ಎಂದ� ಅ�ಶ�ೕ��ಯಲ�. ಸಂಸ���ಯ ��ಾ�ಪಕರು �ೕಂ��. ಅವರು ಪ�ಕೃ� ಮತು�
ಮನುಷ�ರ ನಡು�ನ ನಂಟನು� �ಾವ�ದ ವಸು��ಾ���ೂಂಡು ನ��ೕದಯ �ಾವ� ಪರಂಪ��
ಮುನು�� ಬ�ದ ಪ���ಾ�ಾ� ಕ� ದ .�ಾ �ೕಂ�� ಕ�ಾ�ಟಕದ�� ವರಕ� ಎಂ�ೕ
ಪ�����ಾ��ಾ�� .1973 ರ�� ಇವರ ಕವನ ಸಂಕಲನ �ಾಕುತಂ� � �ಾನ�ೕಠ ಪ�ಶ��
�ೕಡ�ಾ��. �ಾರತ ಸ�ಾ�ರದ ಪದ���ೕ ಪ�ಶ��� �ಾಜನ�ಾ��ಾ��. ಈ ಪ���ಾವಂತ ದ.�ಾ.
�ೕಂ��ಯವರ ಕವನಗಳ� ಕನ�ಡ ಜನ�ಯನು� ಮುಗ��ೂ���. �ಾಯಕರು �ಾ�
ಆನಂ���ಾ��. �ೕಂ�� ಎಂ�ೂಡ� ಸಹಸ� ತಂ�ಯ �ೕ�ಯನು� ನು��ದಂ�ಾಗುತ��.
�ೖಯ�� �ಂ�ನ �ೂ� ಸಂಚ�ಸುತ��. ಹೃದಯಸಮುದ� ಉ��ೕರುತ��. ಇವರ �ಾವ�
ಪ���ಗಳ ಒಂದು ಉತ�ವ ಮನಃಪಟಲದ �ೕ� ಮೂಡುತ��. ರೂಪಕ ಚಕ�ವ��, ಶಬ��ಾರು�ಗ,
�ಾದ�ೂೕಲ �ೕಂ�� �ೕ� ಹತು� ಹಲವ� �ರುದುಗ�ಂದ �ಾ�ಾಂ�ತ�ಾ��ಾ��. ಇಂದು ನಮ�
�ಾ�ಯ�� ದ.�ಾ �ೕಂ��ಯವರ ಜನ���ಾಚರ�ಯ ಅಂಗ�ಾ� ಅವರ ರ��ದ ಕರ�ಯ
ಕು�ತ ಕವನವನು� ಮಕ�ಳ ಮೂಲಕ �ಾ��, ಅವರ ಮನ�ಾಳದ �ಾವ�ಗಳನು� ಮರುಕ���ವ�.
ಅವರ ಅ�ೕಕ ��ಾರಗಳನು� 6 �ಂದ 8�ೕ ತರಗ�ಯ ಮಕ��� ರಸಪ��� �ಾಯ�ಕ�ಮದ
ಮೂಲಕ ದ.�ಾ. �ೕಂ�� ಅವರ ವ���ತ� �ಾಗೂ ಕನ�ಡ �ಾ�ತ� �ೕ�ಯ ��ಾರ�ಾ�ಯನು�
ಮಕ��� ಮನವ�� �ಾ��ೂಳ���ಾ� ಇವರ ಜನ��ನದ �ೂಗಡನು� ಮತ�ಷು�
ಉ��ೕಜನ�ೂ��ದರು. �ೕ� ನಮ� �ಂ�ಾ� ��ಾ� ಮಂ�� ��. ಎ�. �. �ಾ�ಯ��
ದ.�ಾ.�ೕಂ�� ಅವರ ಜನ��ನವನು� ಉ�ಾ�ಹ�ಂದ ಆಚ�ಸ�ಾ�ತು.
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Inauguration Ceremony of
Challengers Trophy Report

On January 23, 2023, the grand opening ceremony of the Challengers Trophy was
held at Cricket Ground, Vidyanagar. Our school dance group presented a
spectacular dance. Here are some highlights
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For the company to grow, each and every department has to perform and everyone has
to contribute in a big way. Jindal Vidya Mandir, JSW Hill Side Township organized a
gathering to bid farewell to the most inspiring and dynamic leader Mr.Vijay Sinha on
18th January 2023. He has left the legacy of commitment and the passion to be better
every day in our hearts which will remain forever. His positive spirit is certainly uplifting
and his leadership strong and reassuring. We will always remember the words said by
him- "Hard work gets rewarded sooner or later. Keep adding to your score by
generating goodwill, it gets compounded."
We thank sir for the support and contribution during his time with us and wish him
infinite accomplishments in his future path. 
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Farewell Report
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Innovation Club
Activities 

 To conduct various innovation and entrepreneurship-related activities prescribed
by Central MIC in time bound fashion.
Identify and reward innovations and share success stories.
Recognize periodic workshops/ seminars/ interactions with entrepreneurs,
investors, professionals and create a mentor pool for student innovator
Create an Institution’s Innovation portal to highlight innovative projects carried out
by institution’s faculty and students. 

The school has  started 'Thinking Corner' where children can think and introspect
themselves. This will help them think positively and develop an optimistic behavior in
them. Jindal Vidya Mandir HST, will start a Student Innovation Council where
innovative and creative activities will be done by the student members with  teachers'
guidance.   
Functions of Innovative council will be
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Exceptional  Art work
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"The Chief Good we feel instinctively must be something which is our own, and not

easily to be taken from us.”                                                                                                                      
-           

Aristotle

The HST School witnessed a like-minded group of support staff and few students
coming together, which enabled a podium stand as its final product. A team of
students along with support staff Mr. Karibasappa ensured to utilize waste material
components (such as wood, papers, cardboard etc.) being put together to create a
podium stand. This podium stand was used for the 74th Republic Day Celebration in
our school and the new add-on attraction to the podium was the recycled and
fabricated podium stand.
Truly great work! Appreciated!

Podium Stand
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Makara Sankranti was celebrated on January 13th and is a festival
celebrated throughout India under different names. It is the first
festival of the New Year and is marked by decorating with colorful
rangolis, worshipping grains, cow and oxen. It is a time for feasting,
flying kites and spreading joy and happiness.

Makara Sankranti celebration by
pre primary
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Sankranti the festival of harvest
celebrated by our little kids

Festival marks the end of winter and beginning of a new harvest season. On this
occasion tiny tots  dressed up in vibrant colours of ethnic wear and enjoyed fying
kites. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11JXvQaEZkkXlj3-XKdFeVuoiL0GJVFtW/edit?
usp=sharing&ouid=106017954026121389858&rtpof=true&sd=true
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UKG Hands on activities

Hands on learning is the process of learning by
actually doing and experiencing something ,
rather than just being told about it.Hands on
learning are particularly important for young
children to understand and remember the
concept easily. Our little ones actively participated
in all these activities.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1P6uKRd1hwtzMAEOomu1u5k4w1anUa4FF4
-Wcjn9Qt-I/edit?usp=drivesdk
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Hands on activities 

It builds fine motor skills and allows exploration of all five senses. It's more fun
and engaging.
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Safer Internet Day

World Pulses Day

International Day of Women and Girls in
Science

Eco -Drive

International Mother Language Day

Darwin Day

Abraham Lincoln's Birth Anniversary

National Science Day

Parent Teachers' Meeting
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Please send your  answer for puzzles as JPEG / PDF or MS-Word formats to
hstschool.newsletter@gmail.com. Last date for submission is 10-02-2023.


